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l. Introduction 
In sections land 2 of this paper A, B, 0, Dare bounded linear operators 
on a Banach space X into X. Elements of X are written x, y, ... , with 
or without indices. The spectral radius of A is denoted by I!A· 
We consider the equation 
(l) Ax=AX, 
where A= [[A[[ exp (ip), p real. Our main result (theorem l) will be the 
following. If A=B+O, [[A[[=[[Bj[+JJO[[, BO=OB, and x satisfies (1), then 
also Bx={Jx, Ox=yx, with fJ=[JBjj exp (ip), y=[jOj[ exp (ip). 
If the space of bounded linear operators on X into X is strictly convex, 
i.e. if [JAil= [[B[[ + 11011 implies linear dependence of B and 0, the assertion 
is trivial. So to find applications we have to look for examples of not 
strictly convex Banach algebras. We mention 
a. Let X be the space of sequences u={un} of complex numbers with 
I [un[ <oo and [[u[[ g:f I [unl· The operator A with 
n=l, 2, ... , 
has norm sup I [a~cn[. 
k n 
So if b~cn~O, CTcn~O for all k and n, and Ib~cn=IX Ic~cn, k=l, 2, ... , we 
n n 
have liB +011 =liB[[+ 11011 in a nontrivial way. Important examples of this 
type are provided by Markov transition matrices. Some applications are 
given in section 3. 
b. The space of countably additive finite set functions on Rn, with 
convolution as product and total absolute variation as norm is a not 
strictly convex Banach algebra, as is seen e.g. by adding two finite measures 
or two countably additive finite set functions that are restricted to disjoint 
sets. In section 4 we apply theorem l to the integral equation 
g(x) = f g(x- T)dF(T) 
in the unknown Borel function g. 
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Our statement on (1) refers to the point spectrum of A. The question 
arises whether similar results hold for the residual or continuous spectrum. 
Theorem 2 gives a partial answer, referring to the set of A for which the 
inverse of AI- A, if existent, could not be bounded. 
Finally, under an additional condition, theorems 1 and 2 continue to 
hold with IIAJJ, JJBJJ, 11011 replaced by eA, eB, ec. 
2. Theorems and proofs 
We need the following lemmas: 
Lemma 1. Let <5= JJDJJ exp ( -i1p), 1p real, and t=-c exp (i1p), -c>O. Then 
for every complex s 
(2) lim Jle-<•+t>6 e<•+t>D- e-M etDII = 0. 
T-+00 
Proof. Making use of the norm inequalities, the relation M=r:J<51 and 
the inequality between arithmetic and quadratic means we find 
Jle-<•+t>" e<•+t>D- eM etDII ~ 
I I e-<s+t><l (s +,t)k - et" tk!IJJDk II ~ k~O k. k. 
00 J-c<5Jk ! - 1 e-IT"'Ie-•"(1+s/t)k-1J~ k~o k. 
{I J-c<5t e-IT"'Ie-•"(1+s/t)k-1J2}t = k~O k. 
[1- exp (-s<5+sJ-c<5Jjt)- exp (-sJ+sJ-c<5Jjt) 
+ exp { -s<5-sJ+ J-c<5J(sft+sft+ JsJ2fJtJ2)}]t 
= { -1 + exp (Js2<5Jrl)}t. 
Lemma 2. Let <5=en exp ( -i1p), "P real, and t=-c exp (i1p), -c>O. If 
there is a constant M such that 
(3) n=1, 2, ... , 
then for every complex s 
(4) 
Proof. Lemma 2 is proved in the same way as lemma 1. We have 
JJDkJJ ~MJ<5Jk by (3). 
The relation (3) may be formulated as a condition on the rate of con-
vergence of JJDnJJlln to en, viz. 
1/n log JJDnJJ- log en= O(n-1 ). 
By lemma 1 we may prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. Let 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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A=B+O, 
BO=OB, 
I lA II= IIBII + 11011· 
Then, if x satisfies the equation 
(8) Ax=Ax, 
with A= IIAII exp (itp), tp real, we must have 
(9) 
(10) 
Bx=(Jx with (J= IIBII exp (itp), 
Ox=yx with y=IIOII exp (itp). 
Proof. If Tis a bounded linear operator on X, the relation Tx=fJx 
holds if and only if esTx = es&x for every complex s. So from (8) 
for every complex t. Therefore, since BO=OB, 
Take t=r exp ( -itp), r> 0. Then At=riiAII =riiBII +riiOII=fJt+ lltOII, so that 
Since lletell~elltcll, we see from lemma 1, letting r--+ oo, that 
Theorem 2. If (5), (6) and (7) hold, and there ~s a sequence Xn, 
n= l, 2, ... , with llxnll = 1 for every n, such that 
(11) 
n~oo 
where A=IIAII exp (itp), tp real, then 
lim IIBxn- fJxnll = 0, 
n~oo 
with fJ=IIBII exp (itp), y=IIOII exp (itp). 
Proof. If T is a bounded linear operator on X, the relation 
with llxnll = 1, n= 1, 2, ... , holds if and only if 
lim llesTxn-es&xnii=O 
23 Series A 
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for every complex s. So from (11) 
Xn=e--<tetA Xn+Yn(t) 
with lim IIYn(t)jj = 0 for every fixed t. So 
If we take l=<exp (-irp), <>0, it follows from lemma 1, in the same 
way as in the proof of theorem 1, that we may choose <=<1 such that 
the first term in the right hand side of (12) is bounded by ie. For this 
fixed <1 the second term tends to zero if n-+ =· 
The following versions of theorem 1 and 2, with norm replaced by 
spectral radius, are obtained by means of lemma 2: 
Theorem 3. Let 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) n=1, 2, .... 
Then, if x satisfies the equation 
Ax=AX, 
with A=!?A exp (irp), rp real, we have 
Bx={Jx, with f3=eB exp (irp), 
Cx=yx, with y=ec exp (irp). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 1, except that now 
lemma 2 is used and exp (-tee) II exp (tO) II ~N by the second part of (16). 
Theorem 4. If (13), (14), (15) and (16) hold and there is a sequence 
Xn, n=1, 2, ... , with jJxnll=1 for every n, such that 
lim I!Axn- AXnll = 0, 
n-+oo 
with A=!?A exp (irp), rp real, then 
lim I!Bxn-f3Xnll=0, 
n-+oo 
lim I!Cxn-YXnii=O, 
n-+oo 
with f3=eB exp (irp), y=ec exp (irp). 
The proof is similar to that of theorem 2, the same remarks applying 
as with theorem 3. 
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3. Applications to Markov processes. 
Let P = {Pih i = 1, 2, ... , j = 1, 2, ... } be the transition matrix of a Markov 
chain. The stationary probability distribution {:n:1, :n:2 , ... }, if existing, of 
this process satisfies the equation 
( 17) :n:1 = ~ nt Pti> 
i 
j=1, 2, .... 
If P' and P" are Markov transition matrices, such that P'P" =P"P' 
and P=eP' +aP" with e>O, a>O, e+a= 1, then by theorem 1 the :n:1 
also satisfy (17) with PiJ replaced by p'tJ and PiJ replaced by p"ii· This 
is seen by taking the space X as in example (a) of section l. Similar con-
siderations apply to any eigenvector of P with eigenvalue on the unit 
circle, that might exist. 
If {P(t), t ~ 0} is the transition matrix of a continuous parameter Markov 
process with countable state space, the stationary distribution, if present, 
satisfies ( 17) for every t ~ 0, but more important in practice is the stationary 
equation in terms of the Q-matrix, which is defined by 
qiJ '1!. lim t-1{PiJ(t)- OiJ }. 
t---'>-0 
(see CHUNG [2], § II. 2, II. 3). We have 
(18) i=1, 2, ... , qii~O, 
and 
(19) ~ %-;-;, /qii/, i=1, 2, .... 
Hi 
Here we assume that Q is bounded, i.e. 
(20) i=1, 2, .... 
This implies, by (19), that Q has finite norm, and it is sufficient for 
the relation 
(21) i=1,2, ... 
to hold. A stationary probability distribution {:n:1, :n:2, ... } of the process, 
if present, satisfies 
(22) j=1, 2, .... 
Now let Q' and Q" be matrices satisfying (18) and (21), whereas Q'Q" = Q"Q' 
and Q = Q' + Q", so that Q' and Q" have finite norm. Then {:n:1, :n:2, ... } 
satisfies (22) with qiJ replaced by q'ii or by q"ii· This follows from our 
assertion on (17), since by (18), (20) and (21) there is 1.>0 such that 
A= !.Q +I is a Markov matrix. Then (22) may be written 
(22') j=1,2, .... 
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Now A'= 2./l.Q' +I and A"= 2./l.Q" +I also are Markov matrices, and 
A=tA'+tA", A'A"=A"A', so that 
j=1, 2, ... , 
which proves our assertion. 
As more specific examples we give alternative proofs and slight ex-
tensions of two theorems on derived Markov chains. Let P be a transition 
matrix and ao, a1, fll!, . . • be a sequence of nonnegative numbers with 
sum 1. Then 
(23) 
again is a Markov transition matrix. It is called the matrix derived from 
P by the sequence a0 , ar, a2, • • • and may be considered as the transition 
matrix of the Markov chain arising by sampling a chain with transition 
matrix P at independent equidistributed intervals. We refer to CoHEN 
[3], [4] and STAM [6]. 
The period of the sequence ao, a1, a2, ... is the largest natural number d 
00 
for which :L akd = 1. It was shown in [ 4] and [6] that, apart from 
11=0 
periodicities in the deriving sequence or in the matrices pn, either P 
and R have the same stationary distributions or both have none. Clearly 
every solution of Px = x with x E X, where X and the linear operation 
Px are as in example a of section 1, also is a solution of Rx = x. On the 
other hand, let y EX be a solution of Rx=x. Then Rny=y, n= 1, 2, .... 
Now 
(24) 
00 
Rn= L alc(n)plc, 
k-0 
where a0 <n>, a1 <n>, a2 <n>, ... is the n-fold convolution of ao, a1, fll!, •.•• If the 
sequence ao, ar, a2, ••• has period d, there are n and h such that a't:j > 0, 
a):dl+d > 0. So by theorem 1 
which implies Prly=y. So the stationary equations for Rand pa have the 
same set of solutions. Our method also shows that any solution of Rx = Dx 
with 10.1 = 1 must satisfy Prlx=Drx, where r is the least n with a't:j > 0, 
a't:f+a > 0 for some h. 
Let 0 be a closed set of states for P, i.e. :L PH= 1, i E 0. Then 0 is 
iEO 
also closed for R. For any j in the complement T of 0, let 'YJi be the 
probability that the chain with transition matrix P, starting in j, will 
never enter 0, and let e1 be defined similarly for R. It was shown in [4], 
that 'fJt=e1, jET. 
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It is well known (see FELLER [5], XV. 8) that {"li> j E T} is the maximal 
solution bounded by l of 
Yi= 2 PikYk, jET. 
kET 
Let Y be the space of bounded sequences y = {y1, j E T} of complex numbers. 
The operator A on Y with 
is bounded if sup 2 laikl<oo and then IIAII= sup 2 laikl· The 
i£T kET i£T keT 
equations for{% jET} and {~1 , jET} may be written rJ=PT"l, ~=RT~, 
where PT~ {pt1, i E T, jET}. We intend to show that the equations 
y=RTy and y=(Pd)Ty, where dis the period of the sequence ao, a1. a2, ... , 
have the same set of solutions in Y. Since the probability of staying 
infinitely in T is the same for the chains with transition matrices P and 
PrL, our result implies 'YJJ=~1 , jET. 
From the relation (Pm)T= (PT)m, m= l, 2, ... , it follows that any solution 
y E Y of y=(Pd)TY satisfies y=RTY· On the other hand, let z E Y be a 
nonnullsolutionofy=RTY· Thenz=(RT)mz,m=l, 2, .... Since II(RT)mll~l 
and z#O, we have II(RT)mll=l. Now 
(25) 
00 
(RT)m= 2 ak<m>(PT)k, 
k=O 
m=l, 2, ... , 
so that II(PT)kll = l for every k with ak<m> > 0. Then (7) is satisfied for (25) 
and we may conclude that z=(PT)dz=(Pd)Tz in the same way as before 
(below (24)). 
4. An integral equation of convolution type. 
As a further application of theorem l we consider the integral equation 
+oo 
(26) ).j(t)= J f(t-r)dF(r), -oo<t<oo, 
-00 
where the unknown f is a bounded complex valued Borel function and 
F is a complex valued function of total absolute variation I). J. This equation 
was treated by other techniques by CROQUET and DENY [l ]. 
We may rewrite (26) as 
+"" (26') f(t)= J f(t-r)1p(r)dH(r), -oo<r<oo 
-oo 
with l'lfJ(r)l=l and H nondecreasing with H(+oo)-H(-oo)=l. 
To apply theorem l we take for X the space of all bounded Borel 
functions on ( -oo, +oo) with norm IIYII ~sup lg(t)J. The linear operator 
t 
A on X into X with 
(27) (Ag)(t) ~ J g(t-r)dG(r) 
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is bounded if Var (G)<oo and then IIAII= Var (G). Theorem 1 provides 
the following conclusions on (26): 
(a) If H=rxH1+f3H2, with rx>O, {3>0, rx+f3=1 and H1, H2 non-
decreasing with total variation 1, then 
f(t) = f f(t-T)1jJ(T)dHk(T), k=1, 2, 
since operators of the forin (27) commute and the norm condition (7) is 
satisfied. 
(b) If LJH(a)ggH(a+)-H(a-)>0, we must have 
f(t)='!jJ(a)f(t-a), -oo<t<oo. 
This is seen from (a) by taking H 1(x) constant except for a jump in a. 
For a non null solution to exist it is necessary that 
"P(a+b) =1jJ(a)1jJ(b) 
for every a, b with LJH(a)>O, LJH(b)>O, LJH(a+b)>O. 
(c) If f is continuous and c is a point of increase of H, then 
(28) f(t) = f(t- c )y(c ), 
where 
(29) c+• y(c)~ lim {H(c+e)-H(c-e)}-1 f "P(-r)dH(-r). 
,_..o+ •-• 
The relation (28) and the existence of the limit in (29) follow from (a) 
and the continuity off by taking for H1 the restriction of H to [c-e, c+e) 
and letting e --+ 0. If H has at least two points of increase whose ratio 
is irrational, it is easily seen from (28) and the continuity of f, that, if f 
is not identically zero, we must have y(c) = exp (irxc), 
f(t)=O exp (irxt), -oo<t<oo, 
which on substitution into (26') implies 
(30) "P(-r) = exp (irx-r), a.e., 
with respect to the measure defined by H. 
(d) If F or any of its iterated convolutions has an absolutely con-
tinuous component, the conclusions of (c) hold, since by (a) 
f(t)= s f(t--r)h(-r)d-r 
for some h E L~, which implies that f is continuous. 
(e) In the general case no more can be derived from (a) than the 
following conclusions: 
f {f(t)- f(t- T)'!jJ(T)}dH(-r) = 0 
1iJ 
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for every Borel set E, so that f(t)=tp(-r:)f(t--r:), a.e. with respect to H for 
every fixed t. 
Now assume that H has at least two points of increase with irrational 
ratio. Then a necessary condition for (26) to have a solution differing 
from zero on a set of positive Lebesgue measure, is that (30) holds. This 
follows from (c), since if f satisfies (26), also Af for any A of the form 
(27) is a solution, which is continuous if Gin (27) is absolutely continuous. 
If (30) is satisfied, we must have 
f(t)=O exp (i!Xt), a.e., 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. This is seen by considering 
q;(t) ~ f(t) exp (- i1Xt) 
and applying (c) to Aq; for every A of the form (27) with G the distribution 
function of the uniform mass distribution over any Borel set of positive 
measure. 
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